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*Author for correspondenceWe have used a fluorescently-labeled dihydropyridine (FL-
DHP) to vitally stain living Fucus zygotes during the estab-
lishment of cell polarity. Localization of FL-DHP is
primarily at the plasma membrane and FL-DHP binding
is competitively blocked by an unlabeled dihydropyridine.
Distribution of FL-DHP is initially symmetrical before
fixation of the polar axis, but becomes asymmetrical in
response to a unilateral light gradient. The distribution of
FL-DHP receptors can be relocalized when the direction of
the photopolarizing stimulus is changed. Treatment of cells
with cytochalasin B prior to axis fixation reversibly
prevents localization of FL-DHP receptors. Observation of
FL-DHP labeling by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy
indicates that the existing receptors are redistributed
during polar axis formation. The asymmetric distribution
of FL-DHP receptors coincides temporally and spatially
with increased local intracellular calcium ion concentra-
tions, as measured by calcium green dextran. Based on the
site, timing, photo-reversibility, and actin dependence of
the asymmetric localization of FL-DHP receptors, we
conclude that FL-DHP is a vital probe for the later stage
of polar axis formation in Fucus zygotes. Furthermore, we
propose that FL-DHP receptors correspond to ion channels
that are transported to the future site of polar growth to
create the changes in local calcium concentration required
for polarity establishment.
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SUMMARYINTRODUCTION
Polar cell divisions occur throughout plant development and
are critical for stomate development (Wick, 1991), trichome
initiation (Hülskamp et al., 1994), gamete formation
(McCormick, 1993; Reiser and Fischer, 1993), and the estab-
lishment of the developmental axis in the embryo (Jürgens et
al., 1991; Jürgens, 1995). Very little is known about the mech-
anisms of polar cell division in plant cells and less so for plant
zygotes, which are somewhat inaccessible to direct observa-
tion and manipulation. Zygotes of the intertidal Fucales,
Pelvetia and Fucus, serve as an excellent model system to
study the establishment of cell polarity (Goodner and
Quatrano, 1993; Kropf, 1992, 1994; Fowler and Quatrano,
1995). The newly fertilized zygote is free of surrounding tissue
and has a labile polar axis (Quatrano, 1978). An axis of polarity
can be experimentally imposed upon the zygotes and continu-
ally reoriented during the first half of the zygotic cell cycle
using unilateral white light, electric current, or with any of
several other vectoral stimuli (Quatrano, 1973). The irre-
versible commitment to a polar axis (polar axis fixation; PAF)
is assayed in zygotes as the point in time when the polar axis
can no longer be reoriented by changing the direction of the
incident vector (Quatrano, 1973).
Several factors are required for PAF in Fucale zygotes. It
has been demonstrated (Quatrano, 1973) that Fucus zygotes do
not fix an axis in the presence of cytochalasin, indicating a
requirement for an intact F-actin cytoskeleton. Furthermore, alocalized concentration of actin is found at the site of polar
outgrowth at the time of PAF (Brawley and Robinson, 1985;
Kropf et al., 1989). In addition to the actin cytoskeleton, an
intact cell wall is required for PAF (Kropf et al., 1988). Fucus
protoplasts incubated in a mixture of enzymes that hydrolyze
cell wall components are developmentally competent but fail
to fix a polar axis.
Far less is known about how the polar axis is initially formed
prior to PAF. A localized ion influx, composed partially of
calcium ions, appears before the polar axis is fixed and marks
the site of future polar growth (Jaffe, 1966; Robinson and Jaffe,
1975; Nuccitelli, 1978). An ion sensitive vibrating probe has
been used to show that the localized ion influx, and an accom-
panying localization of jelly secretion, are relocated to another
region of the cell by changing the direction of incident light
(Nuccitelli, 1978). The ability to change the position of ion
influx and jelly secretion indicates that these localization
events are correlated with the period corresponding to a labile
polar axis, i.e. polar axis formation. Furthermore, it has been
shown by Quatrano (1973) that the formation of the polar axis
is cytochalasin sensitive, and later by Brawley and Robinson
(1985), that disruption of the actin cytoskeleton with cyto-
chalasin D prevented the majority of localized ion influx. All
of these studies suggest that formation of a polar axis involves
an actin dependent localization of ion channels, some of which
are calcium channels (Quatrano et al., 1979; Brawley and
Robinson, 1985; Kropf and Quatrano, 1987; Quatrano, 1990;
Fowler and Quatrano, 1995). Although there is still much
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of polarity, localized calcium ion influx is one of the earliest
observable polar phenomena in zygotes and suggests that
calcium channels might serve as molecular markers for
observing the formation of the polar axis. 
In this report, we employ a fluorescent-dihydropyridine (FL-
DHP) probe, originally designed for the labeling and purifica-
tion of mammalian calcium channels (Knaus et al., 1992), on
living Fucus zygotes to determine if FL-DHP receptors would
reveal asymmetries that arise during the establishment of cell
polarity. Our data indicate that the FL-DHP binds to a specific
plasma membrane localized receptor that becomes polarly dis-
tributed prior to the fixation of the polar axis. Also, that the
dihydropyridine receptor is associated with regions of elevated
calcium concentration in the cell cortex. The asymmetric local-
ization of the probe is actin dependent and can be redistributed
by reversing the orientation of incident unilateral light. On the
basis of these observations, we conclude that the FL-DHP is a
vital marker for the later stage of polar axis formation in Fucus,
and discuss a possible mechanism for early polarity establish-
ment based on the actin dependent translocation of plasma
membrane bound ion channels.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Source material (Fucus disticus (L.) Powell) was collected from
Yaquina Head and shipped from Newport, OR and stored at 4°C for
up to 3 weeks. Synchronous populations of fertilized zygotes were
obtained by rinsing ripe receptacles for 10 minutes in 4°C tap water
followed by submersion in artificial sea water (ASW) at 16°C for 30
minutes. Zygotes were collected by filtering through a 90 µm nylon
screen and 3 successive rinses in ASW. Cells were allowed to develop
in darkness, or placed in unidirectional fluorescent light (1,000 lux or
3,000 lux) for 1 to 12 hours, at 16°C. Assays for the determination of
polar axis fixation were performed by plating cells in unilateral light
at 3 hours after fertilization (AF) and 180° reversal of one slide each
hour from 6 to 14 hours AF. The percentage of cells with a fixed polar
axis was determined by counting the number of cells at 24 hours with
rhizoids oriented to the first light direction versus the second light
direction.
Vital staining of Fucus zygotes was performed by incubating cells
in ASW at a final concentration of 1.6 µM to 5 µM (4,4-difluoro-5,7-
dimethyl-4-boro-3a,4adiaza)-3-(s-indacene)propionic acid (−) DM-
BODIPY-DHP (green) or (4,4-difluoro-7-steryl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza)-
3-(s-indacene)propionic acid (−) ST-BODIPY-DHP (red) (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, Oregon) diluted from a 500 µM ethanol stock, for no
less than 5 minutes and for as long as 48 hours. Activated charcoal
was used in some cases to remove unbound FL-DHP. (±) BAY-K
8644 was purchased from Calbiochem, San Diego, CA. Free BODIPY
dye was obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, Oregon) as a suc-
cinimidyl ester and converted to a carboxyl by incubation in aqueous
solution at pH 9.0 for 24 hours. Assays for the light induced polar
localization of the fluorescent dihydropyridine (FL-DHP), either the
green DM-BODIPY-DHP or the red ST-BODIPY-DHP were
performed by scoring all cells for asymmetric staining, that were not
within 80 µm of another zygote, for localized fluorescence. 
DM-BODIPY-DHP was observed using a Zeiss inverted micro-
scope, a 10× Plan, 16× Plan or 40× Neofluor objective lens, and an
epifluorescence filter set containing a 550±20nm emission filter.
Images were collected using a CCD camera modified for on-chip inte-
gration and controlled using NIH-Image 1.55 software (written by
Wayne Rasband at the US National Institutes of Health and available
from the internet by anonymous FTP from zippy.nimh.nih.gov or onfloppy disk from the National Technical Information Service, Spring-
field, Virginia, part number PB93-504868) as fully described by Shaw
et al. (1995). Time-lapse digital fluorescence microscopy was
performed using a computer controlled shuttering device for both epi-
fluorescence and side-on (light vector) illumination. Confocal
microscopy was performed with a Zeiss inverted CLSM 410 using a
40× oil immersion 1.4 NA objective lens. Laser illumination at 488
nm or 568 nm was recorded through a 515-540 nm band pass filter or
540-610 nm band pass filter, respectively. Prints from digital images
were created using a Phaser IISDX dye sublimation printer (Tektronix
Inc., Wilsonville, OR).
Analysis and processing of time-lapsed images were performed
using the NIH-Image software package. Images were (3×3 pixel)
median filtered to eliminate pixel noise from on-chip integration and
quantitated with no further image processing. A background value for
each image was calculated by getting the mean fluorescence of a
100×100 pixel area within the image background. Photo bleaching
was calculated by taking a 1 second (30 frame) camera exposure of a
continuously illuminated, FL-DHP labeled cell every 5 seconds for 4
minutes. Final mean fluorescence for each cell in each frame of the
time lapsed series was computed by calculating the mean fluorescence
of each cell and correcting for background and photobleaching. The
plotted raw mean fluorescence deviated very little from corrected
mean fluorescence. Local fluorescence change was calculated by
selecting a small region of interest over part of the cell, measuring
mean fluorescence, and correcting for frame background and photo-
bleaching as above.
Calcium imaging was performed by confocal imaging of zygotes
microinjected with either calcium green dextran (10,000 Da) or
calcium green/Texas red dextran (70,000 Da) (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR). Microinjection was performed in ASW made hyper-
tonic with 0.5 M mannitol at 4°C. Cells were mounted in glass wedges
and pressure microinjected with either reagent at 5 µM calcium green
concentration. Colocalization of calcium green dextran and the red
FL-DHP ((−)-ST-BODIPY-DHP; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR)
was performed using the confocal microscope parameters listed above
where cells were imaged for calcium green prior to addition of the red
FL-DHP. Photomultiplier gain and offset were set such that calcium
green injected zygotes did not yield any fluorescence signal when
excited at 568 nm prior to the addition of red FL-DHP. Ratio-images
were produced by confocal imaging of zygotes injected with the
double labeled dextran. Autofluorescence of plastids when imaging
the Texas red fluorochrome precluded accurate quantitative ratio
imaging. Unprocessed images of calcium green and Texas red taken
at the rhizoid tip, where autofluorescence is less prominent, were
divided using the NIH-Image software package.
RESULTS
FL-DHP binds a receptor localized at the plasma
membrane and cell cortex
Dihydropyridines bind to and often modulate the activity of
voltage regulated L-type calcium channels (see Knaus et al.,
1992). When we incubate newly fertilized Fucus zygotes with
the FL-DHP (5 µM) and observe their development during the
first 22 hour cell cycle, we find that zygotes develop synchro-
nously, exhibit no gross change in polar growth habit and pho-
topolarize regardless of FL-DHP concentration (1.6 µM-100
µM), time of application (1-20 hours AF), or duration of appli-
cation (1-20 hours). Control treatments of zygotes with solvent
(ethanol) alone are indistinguishable from cells treated with
only FL-DHP (data not shown). 
When observed by conventional fluorescence microscopy,
FL-DHP binds uniformly to newly fertilized zygotes (Fig. 1A)
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Fig. 1. Observation of FL-DHP labeled Fucus zygotes during the
first 22 hour cell cycle. (A) Newly fertilized Fucus zygotes are
uniformly labeled with FL-DHP. (B) Localization of FL-DHP in a
morphologically symmetrical zygote at 8 hours after fertilization.
(C) FL-DHP labeling of the emerging rhizoid tip in a zygote 13
hours after fertilization as visualized by confocal laser scanning
microscopy. (D) Plasmolysis of the FL-DHP labeled Fucus
protoplast from the cell wall. The FL-DHP brightly labels small
patches of plasma membrane (arrows) that tear away with the cell




































Fig. 2. The FL-DHP becomes asymmetrically distributed prior to
polar axis fixation. The percentage of asymmetrically labeled zygotes
in a population of cells was used to assess the relative timing of FL-
DHP polarization. Commitment to a polar axis and polar growth
were scored as developmental markers. FL-DHP, n=200/time point;
PAF, n=400/time point; polar growth, n=200/time point.and asymmetrically to older zygotes (Fig. 1B) within 1 minute
of application. Using laser scanning confocal microscopy to
capture thin optical sections of zygotes, we observe very little
initial penetrance of FL-DHP into the cell, with the primary
concentration of label appearing at the cell cortex and plasma
membrane (Fig. 1C). Kropf and Quatrano (1987) had shown
that small patches of plasma membrane tear away with the cell
wall when Fucus protoplasts are plasmolyzed in 1 M
sucrose/ASW. Under these conditions, FL-DHP remains
localized to these plasma membrane patches and not to the cell
wall, indicating a close association of the FL-DHP with the
plasma membrane (Fig. 1D). After longer incubations, FL-
DHP accumulates in the perinuclear region but no other mor-
phologically distinct localization (i.e. endoplasmic reticulum,
plastids, mitochondria, Golgi) is detected. In zygotes with
elongating rhizoids, a greater percentage of the FL-DHP is
localized in the endomembrane system at the site of polar
growth, but even at this site, labeling does not extend into the
cell more than 7 µm (Fig. 1C). 
In order to determine the binding specificity of FL-DHP,
zygotes have been preincubated (30 minutes) with Bay-K
8644, a dihydropyridine compound shown to block FL-DHP
binding in animal cells (Leclerc et al., 1995). When preincu-
bated with 100 µM Bay-K 8644, application of FL-DHP does
not label zygotes, rhizoid tips or the plasma membrane patches
in plasmolyzed cells. The effects of Bay-K 8644 preincubation
are reversible. However, longer incubations with Bay-K8644(3 to 20 hours AF) result in the inhibition of rhizoid growth in
95%± 5% of the zygotes.
Polar localization of FL-DHP receptors precedes
axis fixation and is reversible
The early symmetrical labeling of Fucus zygotes with FL-DHP
changes to a highly asymmetrical localization of receptors that
predicts the site of polar outgrowth (Fig. 1B). The site of FL-
DHP receptor localization is determined by unilateral light,
and, when placed in the dark, by the position of other nearby
Fucus zygotes (i.e. the positive group effect; see Kropf, 1992).
Zygotes in a population start to exhibit asymmetrical fluor-
escent labeling at 6 hours after fertilization (AF), with 50% of
the cells showing asymmetry in FL-DHP receptors by 8 hours
AF (Fig. 2). Zygotes in the same population first exhibit PAF
at 8 hours AF, with half of the cells committing to a polar axis
by 10 hours AF (Fig. 2). Polar growth of the rhizoid follows
axis fixation by approximately 2 hours (Fig. 2). Interestingly,
regardless of signal intensity (0 lux to 3,000 lux) or when the
light treatment is given prior to 6 hours AF, polar localization
of the FL-DHP does not begin before 6 hours AF.
Since the distribution of FL-DHP becomes asymmetrically
localized before polar axis fixation, the position of the FL-DHP
receptors should be altered by a change in the direction of uni-
lateral light. To determine if the asymmetric localization of dihy-
dropyridine receptors is a marker for polar axis formation,
zygotes are incubated in unilateral light until the zygotes are
asymmetrically fluorescent (Fig. 3A). At various times after
zygotes exhibit FL-DHP asymmetry, unilateral light is applied
to the opposite side of the zygote and the FL-DHP is later imaged
(Fig. 3B). We find that the position of the FL-DHP receptors is
reversed if unilateral light is applied from an opposing direction
before 10 to 11 hours AF. In addition, the fluorescence becomes
338 S. L. Shaw and R. S. Quatranomore intense on the side opposite from the unilateral light within
45 minutes to 1 hour from the time of light reversal (n=5). Fig. 3. Asymmetrical distribution of FL-DHP can be redistributed
prior to polar axis fixation by reversing the position of unilateral
white light on the zygote. (A) FL-DHP labeled zygote at 7 hours
after fertilization in unilateral white light. (B) The localization of FL-
DHP on the same zygote has relocated to the opposite side of the
zygote 60 minutes after reversing the position of unilateral light.
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zygote and thExisting FL-DHP receptors are redistributed during
polarization
Using digital time-lapse fluorescence microscopy, we have
followed the development of FL-DHP receptor asymmetry in
zygotes by taking a fluorescence image at 7.5 minute intervals
and importing the image directly into the computer for analysis
(see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 4A). We find that when FL-
DHP fluorescence is measured for the entire Fucus zygote at
each time point, the total fluorescence is constant for the
duration of the experiment (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, when a
region of the cell representing the site of future rhizoid growth
(~6% of the cell image) is measured, the local mean fluor-
escence increases substantially (Fig. 4B) relative to the mean
fluorescence for the entire cell. Photobleaching, as analyzed by
taking images at several time points under continuous illumi-
nation, is small for the aggregate time of illumination in this
time-lapse series. 
Cytochalasin B reversibly blocks FL-DHP
localization
It has been demonstrated previously that F-actin is required for
polar axis formation (Quatrano, 1973). When 50 µM cyto-lapse fluorescence microscopy of polarizing FL-DHP. (A) A series of
en at 15 minute time intervals of living Fucus zygotes labeled with
ng polarity establishment. (B) The mean fluorescence for each zygote
utes is plotted (average of three cells) over a time course of 3 hours
t total fluorescence does not change during polarization. A region of
 of total cell image area) was selected at the brighter side of each
e mean fluorescence was plotted (average of three cells) over time. 
339Polar FL-DHP localization in Fucuschalasin B (CB) is added to zygotes from 4-13 hours AF (Fig.
5A) (untreated cells already possess a fixed polar axis at 13
hours AF), FL-DHP receptors are distributed symmetrically
(Fig. 5C). When CB is replaced with fresh ASW, the FL-DHP
becomes asymmetrically localized within 45 minutes of CB
removal (Fig. 5D). Untreated cells (Fig. 5B) and cells treated
with 50 µM colchicine or 0.5% DMSO (data not shown) all
show a normal pattern of polar FL-DHP localization.
FL-DHP receptors colocalize with increased calcium
levels in the cortical cytoplasm
A calcium ion gradient had been previously measured in Fucus
rhizoid cells using the calcium reporter dye, calcium green
dextran (Berger and Brownlee, 1993). To determine if the dis-
tribution pattern of FL-DHP receptors is consistent with FL-
DHP binding to calcium channels, FL-DHP is colocalized with
intracellular calcium gradients. Zygotes pressure injected with
5 µM calcium green dextran are labeled with a contrasting red
FL-DHP and visualized by confocal microscopy using two
different excitation wavelengths and mutually exclusive
emission filters. Imaging of calcium green fluorescence is
executed prior to application of the red FL-DHP to insure that
the calcium green fluorescence is not a result of red FL-DHP
binding. Calcium green fluorescence is consistently higher at
the rhizoid tips (Fig. 6A), as previously reported (Berger and
Brownlee, 1993). Furthermore, we routinely detect elevated
fluorescence intensity at the site on the cortex (n=15) that
predicts the location of polar growth (Fig. 6C). And, when we
observe an increase in calcium green fluorescence, a superim-
posable increase in red FL-DHP fluorescence is always
observed (Fig. 6D). 
In order to rule out the possibility that the increased calciumFig. 5. Cytochalasin B reversibly blocks FL-DHP polarization. FL-
DHP labeling of untreated zygotes at 13 hours (A) and at 14 hours
(B) after fertilization. (C) Zygote treated with 20 µg/ml CB
beginning at 7 hours after fertilization has uniform FL-DHP labeling
and no polar growth at 13 hours after fertilization. (D) When the CB
is replaced with fresh ASW at 13 hours after fertilization, FL-DHP
begins to asymmetrically localize within 60 minutes. Bar, 25 µm.green dextran signal is the result of dextran actively transported
to the site of FL-DHP fluorescence, a double labeled calcium
green/Texas red dextran is injected and imaged in a confocal
microscope. Accurate quantitative ratio imaging is not possible
due to the autofluorescence of plastids present when imaging
the Texas red fluorochrome. However, confocal ratio images
of the rhizoid tip, where autofluorescence is less, confirm that
the elevated fluorescence observed using calcium green is not
the property of an increase in dye concentration (Fig. 6E,F,G).
As previously reported (Berger and Brownlee, 1993), the
calcium green dextran retards the development of most Fucus
zygotes relative to uninjected cells, thereby preventing anFig. 6. The FL-DHP is associated with a cortical calcium gradient.
Zygotes injected with calcium green dextran (A,C) were also labeled
with FL-DHP (ST-BODIPY-DHP) (B,D). Note that only the top
three cells labeled with FL-DHP in B were microinjected with
calcium green dextran and appear in A. Calcium green dextran
fluorescence is highest at the tips of the Fucus rhizoid (A) and
correlates with the localization of FL-DHP labeling (B). The
presence of high calcium green fluorescence occurs just prior to
polar growth (C). The less prominantly fluorescent cell in C and D
was injected with calcium green dextran and does not appear to have
a gradient of either calcium green fluorescence or FL-DHP
fluorescence. Fucus zygote injected with a double labeled calcium
green/Texas red dextran was imaged first for calcium green (E) and
then Texas red (F) for calculation of the ratio image (G). Calcium
green fluorescence appears brighter at the rhizoid tip in a ratio-
imaged cell (G). Bar, 25 µm.
340 S. L. Shaw and R. S. Quatranoaccurate assessment of the developmental state of the cell. For
this reason, it is not possible to resolve exactly when the
increase in calcium green dextran fluorescence occcurs relative
to axis formation or axis fixation. However, a localized
increase in fluorescence at the cell cortex prior to polar growth
is consistantly observed (n=15) for calcium green dextran
injected cells. Hence, it appears that the localized FL-DHP
receptors may correspond to ion channels concentrated at the
site of polar growth responsible for the increase in cytoplas-
mic calcium at that cytoplasmic site.
DISCUSSION
FL-DHP binds to a dihydropyridine receptor
localized at the plasma membrane
FL-DHP labels live Fucus zygotes predominantly at the cell
periphery. We interpret this staining pattern as including the
plasma membrane and vesicles very closely underlying the
plasma membrane. Further supporting evidence includes the
preferential labeling of cell wall associated plasma membrane
patches formed when Fucus protoplasts are plasmolysed away
from the cell wall (Kropf and Quatrano, 1987). Eventual local-
ization of FL-DHP to the perinuclear region could not be
readily interpreted as we have found that many hydrophilic flu-
orescent molecules (e.g. lucifer yellow, fluorescein) introduced
into the ASW medium are eventually localized to a region sur-
rounding the nucleus (S. L. Shaw, unpublished observation). 
Preincubation of Fucus zygotes with Bay-K 8644, an
unlabeled dihydropyridine compound, specifically inhibited
the binding of FL-DHP at the cell cortex, indicating that FL-
DHP was binding to dihydropyridine receptors. The ability of
FL-DHP to label zygotes could be restored to Bay-K 8644
treated zygotes by extensive washing in fresh ASW, indicat-
ing that the dihydropyridine receptors were still present after
Bay-K 8644 treatment. Unconjugated fluorochrome did not
show any of the localization properties of the FL-DHP, and
staining of Fucus zygotes with fluorochrome was not inhibited
by preincubation with Bay-K 8644. Furthermore, addition of
Bay-K 8644 inhibited polar growth of the rhizoid, consistent
with results from the addition of other putative calcium channel
binding drugs to Fucus zygotes (Kropf and Quatrano, 1987).
Bay-K 8644 has previously been used to block FL-DHP
binding in animal cells (Leclerc et al., 1995) and has been used
in several calcium related plant studies (Chen and Wolniak,
1987; Schumaker and Gizinski 1993). From these data, we
conclude that the FL-DHP binds to a dihydropyridine receptor
on Fucus zygotes localized primarily at the plasma membrane. 
FL-DHP receptors are physically redistributed
during polar axis formation in an actin dependent
process
Observations of FL-DHP fluorescence on living Fucus cells
using time-lapse video microscopy indicates that the FL-DHP
receptor is physically redistributed during polar axis formation.
Quantitative analysis of the images taken during FL-DHP
polarization shows that the total amount of FL-DHP fluor-
escence does not change over the course of polarization. We
interpret this to mean that the number of FL-DHP receptors
resident on the Fucus cell remained constant during the polar-
ization process. We further showed that there is a substantialincrease in fluorescence on one side of the Fucus cell. Since
the total amount of FL-DHP bound to the zygote does not
change while FL-DHP accumulates at the site targeted for
polar growth, the simplest interpretation of these analyses is
that the FL-DHP receptor is being physically redistributed
from a symmetrical to an asymmetrical arrangement on the
zygote surface during polarization. Attempts at following a
photobleached spot on the FL-DHP labeled cells to further
address the idea of cortical translocation have not been suc-
cessful due to cells being damaged by the high levels of irra-
diance required to bleach the BODIPY fluorophore (S. L.
Shaw, unpublished observation). 
If the asymmetrical FL-DHP distribution is a result of
localized uptake of FL-DHP from the medium, or if the
increase in fluorescence is the property of a change in flu-
orochrome quantum efficiency due to some local environmen-
tal effect (e.g. pH, pCa, lipid composition, membrane
potential), then the total measured fluorescence would have
been expected to increase over time as the cell became
polarized. Photobleaching or photoinactivation of the FL-DHP
molecule by either unilateral white light or blue light used for
epifluorescence microscopy has been ruled out as being
causative to the change in FL-DHP fluorescence distribution
as asymmetrical FL-DHP localization occurs normally in
omnidirectional light and in the dark. We cannot entirely rule
out the possibility that FL-DHP polarization is occurring by a
transcytotic or other secretion based mechanism. However, the
majority of FL-DHP labeling was at the cell cortex and plasma
membrane and there was no obvious polarized fluorescent
vesicle traffic observable within the cell as judged by conven-
tional or confocal microscopy of live cells. Further, the redis-
tribution of FL-DHP fluorescence occurred even when the
majority of free FL-DHP was removed from the medium using
activated charcoal. 
FL-DHP receptors are associated with increased
cytoplasmic calcium ion levels
The evidence presented in this work indicates that the FL-DHP
is associated with elevated calcium concentrations at the cell
cortex in Fucus. FL-DHP has been shown to label dihydro-
pyridine receptors and has been used to purify calcium
channels in animal cells (Leclerc et al., 1995; Berger et al.,
1994; Knaus et al., 1992). The FL-DHP labels predominantly
at the cortex of Fucus zygotes, including the plasma membrane
and plasma membrane patches attached to the cell wall which
have previously been shown to contain calcium (Kropf and
Quatrano, 1987). FL-DHP is also concentrated at the rhizoid
tip, the site of polar growth. Studies using electrophysiologi-
cal and ratiometric dye methods to measure calcium have con-
sistently demonstrated the presence of a high calcium gradient
in the tips of Fucus rhizoids (Berger and Brownlee, 1993). The
striking similarity of the FL-DHP labeling to published ratio-
metric images of calcium gradients prompted us to attempt the
colocalization of the FL-DHP and a calcium sensitive fluor-
escent dye in living Fucus cells. Due to the limited fluorescent
spectrum available in plant systems, created by the autoflu-
orescence of chloroplasts and other plastids, we are unable to
use a ratiometric calcium indicator simultaneously with the FL-
DHP. Using the same calcium sensitive dye previously
selected for use in Fucus, we observe that all local increases
in calcium green fluorescence at the cell cortex were superim-
341Polar FL-DHP localization in Fucusposable upon the site of increased FL-DHP fluorescence.
Ratio-imaging of the calcium sensitive dye with a calcium
insensitive dye coupled to the same carrier molecule indicated
that the increased fluorescence was a property of a change in
calcium green fluorescence and not the property of non-
uniform dye distribution. These data, taken together with the
specific inhibition of FL-DHP binding by the unlabeled dihy-
dropyridine Bay-K 8644, suggest strongly that the Fucus FL-
DHP receptor is an ion channel, possibly a calcium channel, at
the Fucus plasma membrane.
Using an ion sensitive vibrating probe, Nuccitelli (1978) dis-
covered that a localized ion influx in Pelvetia zygotes, partially
composed of calcium ions, predicts the site of polar growth.
Nuccitelli (1978) also discovered that the point of ion influx
could be relocated on the cell cortex prior to the onset of polar
growth, by changing the position of incident unilateral white
light. Brawley and Robinson (1985) later demonstrated, also
with a vibrating probe, that cytochalasin prevents the localized
ion influx. The characteristics of asymmetric FL-DHP local-
ization in Fucus cells are similar to properties of the externally
measured ion influx observed in Pelvetia; the FL-DHP is
localized to the cell cortex and plasma membrane, becomes
asymmetrically localized in response to unilateral white light
before polar growth, predicts the site of polar growth, and does
not asymmetrically localize in the presence of CB. Perhaps the
most striking similarity is that both the ion influx observed by
Nuccetelli (1978) and FL-DHP localization are relocated on
the cell cortex prior to the time of polar axis fixation by
changing the position of incident unilateral white light. We
conclude that the FL-DHP is a visible marker for formation of
a labile polar axis, and suggest that it may mark the ion
channels which give rise to the asymmetrically localized ion
influx.
Significance of FL-DHP as a marker for polar axis
formation
The general aim of our studies is to elucidate the mechanisms
by which the symmetric Fucus zygote becomes asymmetric
during the first 22 hour cell cycle. Many very different external
gradients, such as light, heat, ions, and the position of other
Fucus zygotes, can be used to orient this developmental axis.
Hence, several different signaling pathways are present in
zygotes, to perceive and transmit these different external cues
or gradients to some common intermediate resulting in polar
axis formation. We believe that the asymmetric distribution of
FL-DHP receptors marks a late stage in polar axis formation
and is the end result of different signaling pathways. 
Asymmetric distribution of FL-DHP receptors is clearly part
of axis formation and not axis fixation, since the initial asym-
metrical FL-DHP distribution is reversible and occurs before
axis fixation. Furthermore, both unilateral light and the
presence of a nearby zygote (i.e. the positive group effect)
result in the localization of FL-DHP receptors, indicating that
perception of two different external cues by zygotes leads to
the same asymmetry. Interestingly, although FL-DHP
receptors do not become asymmetrically distributed prior to 6
hours AF, regardless of the amount of incident light flux (from
darkness to 3,000 lux), cells are able to interpret a light gradient
at 3 hours AF. This result clearly indicates that polarization of
the FL-DHP receptors is not the first event in polar axis
formation or signal perception. Thus, our data suggests thatneither the initial perception of light nor the ‘memory’ of the
light direction is reflected by the localization of the FL-DHP.
Although we have shown that localization of FL-DHP
receptors requires microfilaments, CB treatment does not affect
these earlier events in polar axis formation, i.e. the perception
of light or memory of its direction (Quatrano, 1973). Our data
suggest, then, that the actin-dependent localization of the FL-
DHP receptor is the downstream expression of an asymmetry
signaled by any one of several different vectoral stimuli. Fur-
thermore, the timing of FL-DHP localization appears to be
under the control of a developmental clock and not the
orienting signal. We will now be able to use FL-DHP local-
ization as a visual assay to identify earlier intermediates in the
process of polar axis formation (i.e. those associated with light
perception and memory of light direction) when perturbed with
various inhibitors, etc. 
We conclude in this study that the FL-DHP receptor is likely
to be an ion channel on the basis of the effects of dihydro-
pyridine molecules in animal and plant cells and the exact colo-
calization of the FL-DHP receptor with a calcium ion gradient
in the cortical cytoplasm. We also demonstrate, by time-lapse
video microscopy, that the likely mechanism for localizing FL-
DHP receptors to a specific site at the cell cortex is a physical
translocation in the plasma membrane. The results presented
in this study, and the report of a localized ion influx (Nuccitelli,
1978; Brawley and Robinson, 1985), suggest that an intact F-
actin cytoskeleton is required for the proper localization or
activation of ion channels in the plasma membrane. Our data
extend the previous observations by providing visual evidence
that ion channels (FL-DHP receptors) are physically localized
and require the actin cytoskeleton for their translocation to the
site of polar growth. This process may be analogous to the
capping mechanism by which some animal cell types translo-
cate plasma membrane bound receptors to one side of the cell
in an actin/myosin dependent fashion (Albertini et al., 1991;
Bourguignon et al., 1993). 
We propose from these studies that the ion channels which
are translocated within the plasma membrane to a specific
location on the cell surface give rise to a cytoplasmic ion
gradient. The colocalization of the surface FL-DHP receptor
with a subtending concentration of calcium ions supports the
idea that the ion channels we are labeling with the FL-DHP are
calcium channels. Treatments with calcium channel antago-
nists (Kropf and Quatrano, 1987) and microinjection of
calcium buffers (Speksnijder et al., 1989) have demonstrated
a requirement for calcium ions for polar growth but no
evidence has been presented previously for a direct role(s) for
calcium ions in the establishment of polarity. We predict, from
this study, that calcium ion gradients are not required for the
early selection or formation of the polar axis because the
calcium channels responsible for establishing the gradient are
not localized until the later stage of axis formation. One
possible role for the observed calcium ion gradient, which we
propose to be one of the latest events of polar axis formation,
is to define a target site for localized secretion. Treatment with
CB, calcium channel antagonists, and injected calcium buffers
all prevent polarized secretion. Further, Nuccetelli (1978)
demonstrated localized jelly secretion at the point of ion influx
in Pelvetia zygotes. Observations by Kropf et al. (1988), that
an intact cell wall is required to fix a polar axis, and by Berger
et al. (1994), that the cell wall contains molecules with
342 S. L. Shaw and R. S. Quatranosignaling capacities, suggest that a calcium-induced polarized
secretion of molecules into the cell wall may play a key role
in the subsequent events of polar axis fixation and cell fate
determination.
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